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Drifty Cars. Beautiful Tracks. Challenging Missions.

Star Drift is about mastering the art of drifting to become the fastest driver on earth.
Do you have what it takes to become a true drifting superstar?

Features

 Master Drifting on Asphalt, Dirt, Mud, Snow and Ice

 Unlock 100 Tracks and more than 25 Cars in an Open World Style Single Player Campaign, including Races, Police
Chases and Time Trial Challenges

 Easy to Learn, Hard to Master

 Online Multiplayer for up to 20 Players

 Local Multiplayer for up to 4 Players: Split-Screen and Shared Camera Mode

 World Record Tracking and Leaderboards

 Race against the AI, your Personal Ghost Replays and World Record Ghost Replays

 Can be played with Keyboard or Xbox 360 Controllers (on Windows)
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Simply put, if you like strategy games, this game is awesome! A perfect example of the elegance of simplicity.

You have a mere 5 things you can do, with a suprising amount of strategic depth in how you utilize those 5 things: Energy,
which is your life's blood in more ways than one; not only is it your economy, but lose all of these and you lose the game.
Turrents, which are your basic form of attack, good to spam lots of them. Black holes, which are your sole means of defence, as
they deflect incoming shots, but enough focus fire can overcome them. Sentinels, which 'claim' territory on the map, which is
good because the enemy cannot build things in your territory. Also work in a pinch to draw enemy fire, and will instantly
destroy any enemy units caught in their influence. And lastly Missiles, which are costly, slow to charge, but if they go off, can
wipe out enemy forces in a wide area.

The key is positioning; your forces and theirs will fire upon the closest target to them. So depending on where you build things,
you can protect other things, and the same with them. You can fly anywhere on the map, which is a giant ball of strands, and
each vies for optimal positioning to take out the other, by whatever means they deem necessary.

Truly, this is a unique and innovative title; the only con I have is sometimes it can be akward to precisly position yourself exactly
where you want to be, as when you stop flying you will automatically gravitate towards the nearest strand. Also, there doesn't
seem to be a way to destroy a unit once youve already built it, which can sometimes be problematic with black holes, as they can
affect YOUR turrets shots as well; depending on what they are firing at they might choose to fire through the black hole, which
of course doesn't work very well....

Also the multiplayer is dead, so it is a good thing to have some friends to play with, unless you just want to skirmish with the AI.

All in all I would highly recommend this title!. This maybe took 1 guy a week or 2 to make.......It is literally a 3 minute game. I
has no changable settings whatsoever. You are forced to go through the tutorial every time you play. OH and its literally 1
FCING ROOM!!!!! The whole game!!!!. This game is worth 42 cents......for 5 bucks I want at least 30 minutes of
entertainment.......the only thing I can say positive about it is it works and your not stuck in one spot the entire time. I
experienced no problems running it....Although even running a 1070 i experienced some fps dips.....but that aint saying much
for a game thats over faster than i can take a dump......

The textures are washed out.....the animations are stiff and theres 3 enemies total in the game....flyer..... crawler.....walker.......I
believe theres a total of 5 sound files in the game........

Every one of these games that has chinese writing in the titles has been a short cash grab.....never again will i waste my money

Garbage like this is whats ruining VR and making people who are on the fence of buying VR hardware think twice before
investing their money......STOP MAKING THIS JUNK!!!!!!. Wont start up. I bought it 2 days ago and it gets stuck on the "
Loading Graphics" dont buy it
. Shallow but fun. Sums up both the game and the lead character.

Angela has always struck me as someone who never quite made it out of highschool, and this game really confirms that. Despite
her making strides towards maturity in the last game, we\u2019re back to square one again. At a loss for inspiration for the
company\u2019s new Prom dresses, Angela decides to hold a highschool reunion, and incidentally recapture her glory days and
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a fresh shot at being crowned Prom Queen, after an event (teased over most of the game) ruined her first Prom.

Honestly? For quite a few chapters, it\u2019s really hard to sympathise with Angela. She\u2019s childish, shallow and catty.
But she still shows glimmers of decency, and makes an effort to be a good role model to a young woman who visits the shop.
Despite all this, the story itself, while being the usual melo-drama you would expect from the franchise, did become compelling
and interesting.

The game-play is the usual \u2018Click on product, click on customer to give it to them, click register to get them to pay\u2019
style. A few upgrades from previous games, but nothing dazzling. And unlike \u2018Fashion Fever\u2019 none of the
achievements are obnoxiously difficult to get.

All in all, a fun way to pass the time, though not particularly substantial.
. nice game for my wife and children. They love it. I would like to have some more cats and animals to choose from.. so
basically very nice game
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I chuck wood. Short simple, it doesnt save on a cloud, i lost 70 hs becuase i have to reset my PC, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
this game, why even have an "online" feature if not for saving???. I wish there were more maps, but these two are excellent.
Fatshark is not afraid to stir things up a bit.. Your character is too dumb. Path finding is awful.
I try so hard to avoid something and often died stupidly.. This is, by far the best hidden object game that I've played around here
so far. Actually, it would be demeaning to call it only a hidden object game. In-depth psychosis depicted with great atmosphere
and a neatly arranged storyline. Our serial killer 'Oscar' - nice reference to Oscar Wilde, creator of Dorian Gray - is worth
meeting. The methods and artistic demeanor of our host\/psychopath makes him a character to remember. I'd like to add that
the art work is well above the ordinary expected from the HOG genre. Besides being a well arranged adventure, including some
well thought puzzles and a wide range of areas to explore, a bonus chapter awaits at the end, for an epilogue. I warn you though;
there is no happy ending in Oscar's domain!. This game is 95% unskippable cinematics and character exposition.. This is an
excellent port of the mobile versions. One of my favorite gamebooks with gorgeous art and music. Get this if you love detailed
fantasy, gamebooks, excellent writing, and a wonderful adventure.

You can read my full review here: http://nerdybutflirty.com/2016/02/10/review-sorcery-parts-1-2/. If you're looking for a
challenging game, this is not it. Encounters are very tense but quickly becomes easy to handle. It's worth a try if you enjoy
making others play the game and watch their reactions but other than that, there's not much to go back to after finishing the
game.

Overall good game.. Works like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on windows 8. Chrash all the time. Saved games
diasapper. Have to start from beginning over and over again. Dont buy! Waste of money
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